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expression can span over time. (5) Since the agent does not stop
its operation, a fault must be detected as quickly as possible,
online, and with high accuracy. (6) Since the agent is already
engaged in heavy computations, e.g. vision processing, a fault
detection mechanism should be kept computationally light. (7)
Due to the environmental and behavioral contexts, this domain is
also characterized for having unclassified data, which means the
data is not recognized by the user as healthy or faulty.
In a recent work [1], we presented an unsupervised approach
(hereinafter SFDD) for fault detection in the domain of
autonomous systems. This approach shows a high rate of fault
detection and a low rate of false positives (false alarms). In this
paper we aim to extend the state of the art by describing a hybrid
approach which is based on the SFDD approach and is
significantly more accurate. In addition, the presented approach is
more suitable to meet the challenges for a fault detection
mechanism in the domain of autonomous physical agents.
The SFDD approach is used offline to classify a training set.
Then, even though the SFDD has a certain degree of false
positives, a standard supervised learning algorithm is applied and
a fault detection model is created. The created model is used
online to detect faults.
We empirically evaluate the presented approach on simulated
and real world domains: a high fidelity flight simulator, a
commercial UAV and a laboratory robot. We show that the learnt
fault detection model is more accurate than the original
unsupervised SFDD approach.
The significances of this paper are by (1) introducing a hybrid
approach to fault detection of autonomous physical agents. We
show that this approach is general and can be applied with other
unsupervised algorithms too. (2) In addition, we theoretically
analyze our approach and provide an explanation why it is only
slightly affected by the unsupervised SFDD false positives. (3)
Finally, we empirically evaluate the hybrid approach and show its
accuracy.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we
discuss the related work. In Section 3 we describe the hybrid
approach: the problem description, the outline of the approach,
and how we use the SFDD for offline classification of a training
set. Also, we describe the learning process and why it is only
slightly affected by the false positives of the SFDD. In Section 4
we describe the experimental setup and in Section 5 we show the
results. Finally, Section 6 discusses the different aspects of the
hybrid approach.

ABSTRACT
One of the challenges of fault detection in the domain of
autonomous physical agents (or Robots) is the handling of
unclassified data, meaning, most data sets are not recognized as
normal or faulty. This fact makes it very challenging to use
collected data as a training set such that learning algorithms
would produce a successful fault detection model. Traditionally
unsupervised algorithms try to address this challenge. In this
paper we present a hybrid approach that combines unsupervised
and supervised methods. An unsupervised approach is utilized for
classifying a training set, and then by a standard supervised
algorithm we build a fault detection model that is much more
accurate than the original unsupervised approach. We show
promising results on simulated and real world domains.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous physical agents such as Unmanned Vehicles
(UVs) or robots are susceptible to a variety of hardware and
software faults. These faults might lead to mission failure or even
endanger the safety of the expensive agent or its environment. For
example, a pitot-static system failure in an Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle (UAV) might lead to a stall and then a crash. To continue
operate autonomously, the agent must have an accurate fault
detection mechanism. Upon fault detection a diagnosis process
can be triggered and a decision on how to continue can be made.
Given the nature of autonomous physical agents, i.e. physical
systems which operate autonomously and interact with a physical
environment, an accurate fault detection mechanism faces several
challenges: (1) since the agent is autonomous i.e., there is an
absence of human operators, there is no other perception which
can be compared to the agent's own perception. (2) The physical
environment is both dynamic and nondeterministic and therefore
the environment and the agent's effects are both very hard to
model. (3) Physical faults have many expressions, such as a stuck
value, a drifting value or abrupt intermittent offsets. Furthermore,
some faults might have unknown expressions. (4) A fault

2. RELATED WORK
Steinbauer conducted a survey on the nature of faults of
autonomous robots [2]. The survey participants are developers
competing in different leagues of the RoboCup competition [3].
The reported faults were categorized as hardware, software,
algorithmic and interaction related faults. The survey concludes
that hardware faults have a high negative impact on mission
success. In this paper we focus on detecting such faults.
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Three generall approaches aree usually used for
f fault detectio
on:
K
Knowledge-Based systems, Model-Based,
M
and
a
Data Driv
ven
aapproaches. Kn
nowledge based systems [4] ty
ypically associattes
rrecognized behaaviors with predeefined known fau
ults and hence, are
a
lless likely to dettect an unknown
n fault.
Model-based approaches [5] on the otherr hand, are veery
eequipped to deteect unknown fau
ults. The expected behavior of eaach
ccomponent is modeled analy
ytically. The system
s
output is
ccompared to thee modeled outpu
ut and a high reesidual indicatess a
ffault. However, in the domain of
o autonomous physical
p
agents, the
t
ttask of modeling
g the behavior of
o components is very challengiing
ddue to the contex
xt of the physicaal environment.
Steinbauer et al. [6] use a mo
odel based apprroach for detectiing
ffailures in the control softw
ware of a robo
ot. The softwaare
aarchitecture waas utilized for the model creeation. Faults are
a
ddetected with ob
bservers that obsserve different aspects
a
of softwaare
ccomponents. Th
hey do not use any
a model of th
he environment. In
rrecent work Steiinbauer et al. [7] emphasize the importance of the
t
rrobot's belief maanagement and fault detection with
w respect to the
t
rreal-world dynam
mic environmen
nt.
Struss and Do
obi [8] use a mod
del based approaach for automatiing
tthe functional saafety analysis of vehicles. They
y use a qualitatiive
m
model of the vehicle
v
and a model of the environment. The
T
eenvironment mo
odel includes a spatial representtation of positio
ons
oof the vehicle and
a other objeccts relative to th
he road and th
heir
iinterference un
nder different scenarios.
s
Yet, the environmeent
m
model is simp
plistic and cann
not account fo
or every possib
ble
sscenario.
Data driven ap
pproaches, supeervised or unsupeervised, are mod
del
ffree and have a natural appeaal for detecting
g unknown faullts.
U
Unsupervised data
d
driven approaches are usu
ually slower th
han
m
model-based orr knowledge-baased approaches. Online outlier
ddetection is app
plied and a decision is made whether
w
or not an
ooutlier is the exp
pression of a fau
ult [9]. This usuaally involves heaavy
sstatistical compu
utations and thu
us challenging to
o be done quick
kly
aas the domain off autonomous ph
hysical agents requires.
For example,, in previous work
w
[10] we created
c
an onliine
uunsupervised daata driven appro
oach for the dom
main of unmann
ned
vvehicles. The approach utiliizes the Maha
alanobis distan
nce
ccalculation [11] to return a resiidual between normal
n
and curreent
oobservations. A residual above a dynamic thresshold is considerred
tto be the resu
ult of a fault. In order to keeep the approaach
ccomputationally
y light and feassible to be executed online th
hey
rreduce the dimensions of the sampled data by
b observing on
nly
ccorrelated attribu
utes.
Correlated or redundant data is
i very useful for fault detection
n in
tthe domain of au
utonomous agen
nts. Since no external perception
n is
aavailable for comparison
c
witth the agent's own perceptio
on,
ccorrelation breaks within the agent's perception may suggest an
uunexpected behavior or a faultt. In later work [1], we used th
his
nnotion as a heu
uristic that deteccts sensor faultss upon correlatiion
bbreak – the SF
FDD. In our prroposed approacch we utilize the
t
S
SFDD.
Supervised methods
m
are mod
del-free, able to
o detect unknow
wn
ffaults, and poten
ntially very quick as well. Thesee methods produ
uce
ooffline static fau
ult detection mo
odels which are very accurate and
a
aalso computationally light when
w
applied online.
o
Howev
ver,
ssupervised meth
hods rely on cllassified training
g data and in the
t
ddomain of physsical agents classified training data
d
is usually not
n
aavailable.
f
For example,, Leeke et al. [12] present a methodology for
ggenerating efficient error detection mechanism
ms. Their approaach
rrelies on injectin
ng faults into daata that is used as
a a training set for
f

The learnt errorr detection modeel is of high
a learnning algorithm. T
accuraccy and efficienccy. A similar appproach is presennted in [13].
Our prooposed approachh is similar in cooncept but insteaad of relying
on a supervised fauult injection wee suggest the use of an
unsupeervised method to classify faullts that already exist in the
unclasssified training daata. We suggestt the use of an uunsupervised
approaach even though it might have soome false positivves.
For tthis aim, we sugggest the use of the SFDD. The SFDD is an
unsupeervised approacch that very accurately dettects faults
expresssions such as "ddrift" and "stucck". These typess of generic
faults eexpressions appeear in a variety oof related physiccal domains.
For exaample, the Advaanced Diagnostiics and Prognostics Testbed
[14] deepicts these fauults expressions to sensors on aan electrical
circuit.. This testbed is used for the DX
X competition [115]. Another
examplle is the work oof Hashimoto ett al. [16] that uuses Kalman
filters along with kinnematical modeels to detect seensor faults
expresssions such as ""stuck", "abrupt" and "scale" oon a mobile
robot. In our proposeed approach coontinuous samppled data is
transfoormed into categgorical data. Thhe categories aree such fault
expresssions i.e. abruptt, drift, stuck, ettc. or a non-fault expression
i.e. "okk".
The hybrid approacch, proposed in this paper, aim
ms to benefit
from aall the advantagees of the differeent approaches. Due to the
propertties of the SFDD
D the hybrid appproach is unsupeervised, able
to deteect unknown fauults and does nnot rely on moddels that are
difficullt to construct. D
Due to the supeervised learning process the
producced fault deteection model is very acccurate and
utationally light when appliedd online. Furtheermore, the
comput
producced model is ligghter and more accurate than the original
SFDD as we show in thhe results sectionn.

3. THE HYBR
RID APPRO
OACH
In thhis section we deescribe the probllem of fault deteection in the
domainn of autonomouus physical agennts. Then, we ddescribe the
outlinee of the proposed hybrid appproach. We conntinue with
demonnstrating how thhe unsupervised classification oof a training
set is ddone. Finally, wee describe the leaarning process.

3.1 Problem D
Description
Let
real tim
me e.g.
…
wheree ∈

…
bbe a set of attribbutes that are m
monitored in
air-speeed, heading, piitch, altimeter, etc. and let
be the sset of values forr attributes
…
at time
is the vvalue assigned too at time . Paast data of m
time units of thhese values

Figu
ure 1: Operatioon data H &
a sliding wind
dow
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,
,
,…,
is also available..
is a
ssliding window (see Figure
11) containing att time the
latest
valuess of the
m
monitored attrributes. In
aaddition, unclasssified past
oonline recordinngs of the
pphysical agent'ss operations
aare also availaable. These
rrecordings can bbe used as a
trraining set for a machine
algoorithm
learning
if
cclassified. We denote this
as
trraining set
,
,…,
w
where
is thee length of
ooperation and is the end
ttime of operattion , thus

3.2. 2 The Onlinne Fault Detecction

denotess all the values recorded fo
or the monitorred
aattributes in du
uring operation .
Given , ,
and , th
he goal is to online recogniize
w
whether a fault has occurred to
o any of the atttributes in . Th
his
ddecision should be made as quickly as possiblle after a fault has
h
ooccurred, and sh
hould be as accu
urate as possiblee. By 'accurate' we
w
m
mean that a faullt detector should have a high detection rate and
da
llow false positiv
ve rate.

The online input is consumed in a sliding window fashion . With each tim
me step the time-series data in
is
transfoormed into a cateegorical data whhich can be fed innto the fault
M (resulted by tthe offline preprrocess). The
detectioon model – FDM
fault ddetection model classifies the ddata presented in
as
"Normaal" or "Fault". Inn section 3.5 wee describe the fauult detection
online process in detaill.

3.2 The outline
o
of the approach

3.3 Using the SFDD for ooffline classiification

We introducee a hybrid appro
oach which con
nsists of an offliine
ppreprocess and an online faullt detection pro
ocess. The offliine
ppreprocess cond
ducts an unsupervised algorith
hm to classify an
uunclassified train
ning set. Then, a supervised leaarning algorithm
m is
uused to construcct a fault detectiion model (FDM
M). This processs is
ddescribed in Seection 3.2.1. Th
he FDM is used
d online to deteect
ffaults with greaater accuracy. The online proceess is described in
S
Section 3.2.2. Fiigure 2 depicts th
he outline of ourr approach.

Eachh past operationn of the autonom
mous system
∈
is
fed intoo an unsupervissed fault detectioon engine – the SFDD. The
SFDD uses a heurisstic decision which is based on a prior
well as the onlinne consumed
knowleedge of a structuural model as w
data
(sliding winndow) to determ
mine an occurrencce of a fault.
We choose this approacch due to its veryy low rate of fallse positives
and thee high fault deteection rate which usually is 1 oor very close
to 1. Note that anyy successful unnsupervised fauult detection
approaach can be used tto classify the unnclassified trainiing set.
Sinc e an autonomouus agent has no external percepption but its
own, thhe SFDD approaach relies on corrrelated attributees to provide
the neecessary compaarison between expected and unexpected
behavioor of attributees. The approaach assumes thhat strongly
correlaated attributes beehave as redunddant to one anothher and thus
can tesstify of fault occuurrence upon coorrelation break. The domain
of autoonomous physiccal agents is chaaracterized by haaving a rich
array oof components with interdepeendencies and rredundancy.
Therefo
fore, the occurrennce of correlatedd attributes is verry likely.
Eachh attribute is subbjected to tests by generic suspiccious pattern
recognnizers. The latesst
values of an attribute exttracted from
aare tested. For eexample, we usee a drift test and a stuck test.
Howevver, when an attrribute shows a suuspicious patternn it does not
necessaarily suggest a fault; it could be a reaction tto a normal
action of the agent. Foor example, mainntaining altitude may appear
as stuckk, and altitude cllimbing may apppear as a drift.
To ddifferentiate bettween a normall reaction and a fault, the
approaach uses a heurristic decision ((see Figure 4) based on a
ural model (seee Figure 3). A structural moodel depicts
structur
componnents dependenncy e.g. the altiimeter is dependent on the
static ssystem and the G
GPS is dependeent on the electrrical system.
Note thhat a structural model is much easier to constrruct than an
analyti cal behavioral m
model.

Figurre 2: The outline of the hybrid approach

3.2.1 The Offline
O
Preprrocess
The unclassiffied past operatio
ons recordings are delivered as
aan input to an unsupervised faault detection algorithm. For th
his
m
matter we use the SFDD alg
gorithm which is
i summarized in
ssection 3.3. Thee SFDD goes th
hrow each operration in a slidiing
w
window fashion
n. For every insstance of the sliiding window, for
f
eeach attribute, the
t SFDD assocciates the behavior of an attribu
ute
((expressed in its time-series daata) with a descriptive categoriccal
vvalue. The categ
gories can be "ok" for an unsusp
pected behavior or
oone of pre-defined suspicious beehaviors e.g. "stu
uck", "drift".
e
instance off the sliding win
ndow is classifiied
In addition, each
aaccording to th
he SFDD's decision i.e. "Norrmal", or "Faullt".
H
However, a small
s
portion of normal in
nstances may be
m
misclassified as faults; these are the false positiv
ves of the SFDD
D.
The resulted categorical an
nd classified daata is fed into a
ddecision-tree based learning algorithm. For this matter we use the
t
rrandom tree alg
gorithm. The result of this learrning process iss a
ffault detection model
m
– FDM. The
T FDM can bee used online, and
a
iis more accuratte than the orig
ginal unsupervissed fault detectiion
aapproach as show
wn in the resultss section.

Figure 3: a p
pratial structurral model of a U
UAV
The heuristic decission compares an attribute thhat shows a
suspiciious pattern withh an attribute thaat used to be corrrelated to it
in the pprevious slidingg window. If thhey do not sharee component
dependdency and show different patternns then this is duue to a fault.
Otherw
wise, it might be a reaction to a nnormal action off the agent.
For eexample, assum
me the altimeter is suspected forr a drift, and
the GP
PS indicated alttitude was founnd to be correllated to the
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Howevver, decision treees, as other supeervised learningg algorithms,
have ssome tolerancee towards miscclassified instannces in the
trainingg set.
Duriing the model coonstruction the algorithm grows a decision
tree. Inn each step, thee algorithm choooses an attribuute that best
classifiies the remaininng data by seleccting the attribuute with the
highestt information ggain (
). The informatiion gain is
determ
mined by the entrropy of the attribbute which is afffected by the
ratio bbetween the norrmal and faultyy instances. Thee lower the
faulty iinstances are, thee higher the infoormation gain is.. If a portion
of instaances are miscllassified as "Fauult" then this m
might reduce
the infformation gain oof an attribute. However, if thhe degree of
reductiion is small enouugh then the connstruction of the tree may be
less afffected.
The degree of infformation gain reduction duee to falsely
classifiied training instaances is dependeent on several facctors.
Let

be the trainingg set.

be |
| thhe number of iinstances in
∧
which attribute has the valuee and the classsification is
"Fault" when aall instances aree classified corrrectly by an
oracle.
be |
| tthe number of instances in

∧
which attribute has the valuee and the classsification is
"Normal" whenn all instances arre classified corrrectly by an
oracle.

, that were
be the num
mber of instancees from
falsely classifieed as "Fault" duue to false posiitives of the
unsupervised appproach (note thhat
).
The effect of the miisclassified
innstances on the information
gain oof attribute
is the new (aaffected) inform
mation gain
minus the oriiginal informatioon gain
:

aaltimeter in the previous instan
nce of the slidin
ng window. Theese
ttwo attributes are
a dependent on
o different subsystems i.e. staatic
ssystem and the electrical
e
system
m respectively (ssee Figure 3). Th
his
ffact makes thesee attributes less likely to be afffected by the sam
me
ffault. If the GP
PS indicated altiitude is also drrifting then this is
pprobably due to the altitude clim
mbing action of the UAV and leess
pprobable due to a fault that hit both
b
systems. Ho
owever, if the GP
PS
iindicated altitude is not driffting, then thiss contradiction is
pprobably due to a fault.

Figure 4:: The huristic decision
d
making
g of the SFDD
⊆
w
∀ ∈
… ,
The data of each sliding window,
∈ , is transformed in
nto a single outtput comprised of
ccategorical values that describe the behavior off each attribute i.e.
i
""ok", "drift", "stuck". Each of th
hese outputs is cllassified accordiing
tto decision madee by the SFDD algorithm
a
i.e. "N
Normal" or "Faullt".
For examplee, assume a sliding window
w of size
4 containing the values of 3 attriibutes at a time step
s
:
Time step
t‐4
4
t‐3
t‐2
t‐1
t

0.9
9
0.1
1
0.0
05
0.1
15
0.0
05

1
2.5
3
3.1
3.9

3
3
3
3
3

Assume that the
t SFDD reporrted a fault for this
t time step. The
T
ddata of the slid
ding window deerives an outpu
ut of one trainiing
ssample, where
is categorizzed as "ok",
is categorized as
""drift", and
iss categorized as "stuck". In addittion, this samplee is
cclassified as a faault. Thus, the trraining sample output
o
for this tim
me
sstep is: ok, drifft, stuck, Fault. Note
N
that the facct that this samp
ple
ccontains drift an
nd stuck does nott necessarily entaail a fault. In som
me
ccases it may indiicate a normal behavior.
The “Fault” classification
c
maay be correct or not; it depends on
tthe accuracy lev
vel of the unsupeervised approach
h. The next sectiion
ddiscusses how this inaccuracy affects the con
nstructed decisiion
ttree.

| |

| |

Wheere
is the eentropy functionn and
is the entropy
affecte d by falsely classified instancces. For given
falsely
the affectted entropy is:
classifiied instances in
log

log

. Note

that
instances that are falsely addeed to
are in the expense
of
. After some alggebra
cann be presented fo
for given
ass:
falsely classified instannces in

3.4 Learn
ning a fault detection model
m

1
| |

We use the SFDD
S
offline to
o classify a traiining set. Then,, a
ssupervised decission-tree based learning algorith
hm is applied and
da
ffault detection model
m
is produceed– FDM. The FDM is later ussed
oonline to detectt faults. We sim
mply could have used the SFD
DD
oonline as origiinally intended,, but the learn
nt FDM has tw
wo
iimportant advan
ntages. (1) The FDM is comp
putationally lighter
tthan the SFDD since
s
this static model, opposed
d to the SFDD, has
h
nno correlations to calculate, heuristics
h
to ap
pply, or structu
ural
m
models to inquiire. Therefore, the
t FDM is morre suitable for the
t
ddomain of auton
nomous physicall agents. (2) Morre importantly, the
t
rresulted FDM is
i significantly more accurate than the origin
nal
S
SFDD.
The SFDD, though
t
highly accurate,
a
is not perfect. A sm
mall
ddegree of false positives
p
(usually
y less than 3% on
o tested domain
ns)
yyields misclasssified normal instances in th
he training daata.

log

log

logg

We can see that w
when
0 thhen
0. When
grows,
decreasses. This affectt is depicted inn Figure 5.
Figure 5 illustrates an example for thiis effect on the information
gain whhere | | 300,
20,
100.
As x grows, the innformation gain decreases. Wheen we reach
an equaal number of "fa
fault" and "norm
mal" instances (xx
40 the
effect iis at its deepestt point. As x continues to groow a mirror
effect occurs as the iinstances are heeading back to the original
partitioon - only withh the opposite classification (α
x
100, β
x
20).
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potentiially have a falsee positive rate thhat tends to 0 whhen a highly
accuratte unsupervised approach is usedd to classify the training set.

3.5 Using the FDM online
Wheen given a new online input, w
we consume it in a sliding
window
w fashion
. We transforrm the time-serries data in
to an output off categorical dataa in the same manner of the
SFDD.. Only when thee new output is different than tthe previous
one i.ee. some attributee changed its staate, it is fed as aan input into
fline-learnt fault detection model - FDM. The FD
DM decides
the offl
(onlinee) whether or nott it is a fault.
For example, consider a static-syystem failure. O
One of the
expresssions of this faillure is the frozeen value of the aaltimeter. In
the values of thhe altimeter attribbute are all equaal, while the
values of the GPS inddicated altitude aattribute diversee. The equal
values of the altimeterr are recognizedd as a suspicious pattern by
the sttuck-pattern ddetector. Thereefore, the coorresponding
categorrical output to
has the vaalue "stuck" for tthe altimeter
attributte and the vallue "ok" for thhe GPS indicaated altitude
attributte (other attribuutes also get theiir own categoriccal values) .
This ouutput is fed into the FDM that ddecides whether or not these
values express a faullt. It is possiblee that the next categorical
1 will not be diffeerent than its
output that corresponds to
predeceessor. In this caase, the FDM is not triggered aggain; only if
at leastt one of the attr
tributes changedd its state e.g. fr
from "ok" to
"stuck"" as the altimeterr, then the FDM is triggered.
To ssummarize our hhybrid approachh: in the first sttage we use
unsupeervised fault deetection (SFDD
D) to classify unclassified
trainingg set. The susspicious patternn detectors of the SFDD
approaach are used to trransform the tim
me-series data in each sliding
window
w into categoricaal data. Each sam
mple is classifieed according
to the unsupervised deecision i.e. "Norrmal" or "Faultt". Then, we
apply a decision tree bbased learning algorithm on the ttraining data
and prooduce a fault deetection model - FDM that cann be applied
online. The online pprocess uses thee same suspiciious pattern
detectoors to produce ccategorical dataa for each slidinng window.
The cat
ategorical data iss fed into the FD
DM which was leearnt offline.
The FD
DM makes a chhoice whether orr not the onlinee input is an
expresssion of a fault.

Figure 5:: the negative efffect on the info
ormation gain
In the case off the SFDD classification of th
he training set, the
t
ffalse positive raate is usually leess than 3%. A low rate of fallse
ppositives in the training data haas very little effeect on the decisiion
ttree construction
n. As a result thee supervised learrnt FDM improv
ves
tthe accuracy of the SFDD when
n compared to th
he intended onliine
uunsupervised oriiginal use of thee SFDD. The 3%
% of false positiv
ves
aaffect differently attributes with
w
high inforrmation gain and
a
aattributes with lo
ow information gain.
g
Case 1: the efffect on attributes with high in
nformation gain
n
IIn the particular example above, has a high in
nformation gain
n to
bbegin with (0.74
4), and when
3 (i.e. 3% of
o
100) th
hen
0.02
21. If
is originally greater than the
t
iinformation gain
n of another atttribute
it is still possib
ble
tthat
. In this
t case
is sttill
ggoing to be seleccted and the treee construction is unaffected by the
t
aamount of falsely classified instances.
i
In otther cases, wheere
aattributes with close
c
informatio
on gain exist thee following can be
ttrue:
⋀
. In
n this case the trree
cconstruction is changed and attribute
a
is selected
s
before .
H
However, this only
o
affects the order of which the data is sliceed,
aand not the decission of the tree.
When no oth
her attributes caan be selected the decision trree
ddecides on a claassification accorrding to the majjority of instances.
IIn this particularr example the 3 falsely classified
d instances did not
n
cchange the majority class of "N
Normal". Thereefore, the decisiion
ttree makes the same
s
decision as a tree that is constructed
c
from
ma
ccorrectly classiified training data.
d
This exp
plains the greaater
aaccuracy of the supervised
s
appro
oach.
Case 2: the efffect on attributes with low infformation gain
S
Since attributes with high inforrmation gain aree selected first (to
(
tthe top of the tree),
t
it is quite possible that attributes
a
with lo
ow
iinformation gain
n are selected laast and thus influ
uence the decisiion
ttree. Consider a case where
59,
61
1 and
2. The
T
ttwo falsely classsified instancess affect the majority and the trree
ddecision is goin
ng to be "Fault" rather than "No
Normal" as the trree
tthat is constructeed from a correcct training set wo
ould have decideed.
T
This explains why
w
there are still some falsee positives to the
t
ssupervised FDM
M.
To summarizee, the FDM is only
o
slightly afffected by the fallse
ppositives of the unsupervised ap
pproach that is used
u
to classify the
t
ttraining data. In
I rare cases a small numberr of misclassifiied
iinstances chang
ge the majority class of an attribute
a
with lo
ow
iinformation gain
n that determines the decision of the tree. In oth
her
ccases the tree deecision in unaffeected. Therefore, the resulted FD
DM
iis more accuratee than the SFDD
D. Moreover, th
he learnt FDM can
c

4. EXPERIMENTAL SE
ETUP
To eexamine our appproach we preseent tests which eexamine the
accuraccy of our hybriid fault detectioon approach. W
We use three
domainns to test the fauult detection acccuracy. The firstt (see Figure
6) is a high fidelityy flight simulaator [17] the ssecond is a
commeercial UAV, andd the third is a laboratory roboot Robtican1
[18] (s ee Figure 8). W
We expect our prroposed hybrid approach to
be morre accurate in faault detection thaan the original uunsupervised
SFDD approach.

Figurre 6: FlightGeaar screenshot
Fligh
htGear domain
n: FlightGear ((see Figure 6) is an open
source flight simulatorr designed for reesearch purpose and is used
for a variety of reesearch topics. FlightGear hhas built-in
realisti cally simulatedd instrumental and system fa
faults. For
examplle, if the vacuuum system fails,, the HSI gyross spin down
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sampleed in 10Hz. The attributes connsists of telemettry, inertial,
engine and servos daata. Flights duraation varies from
m 37 to 71
minutees. The UAV maanufacture injeccted a synthetic fault to two
of the fflights. The firstt scenario is a vaalue that drifts doown to zero.
The seecond scenario iis a value that rremains frozen ((stuck). The
detectioon of these two faults were challlenging for the m
manufacture
since inn both scenarioss the values are in normal rangee. These two
flights were used as a test set. The rremaining four flights were
used ass a training set where into twoo flights we injeected similar
synthettic faults. In totaal, the test set coontains 65,741 innstances out
of whicch 1,593 are exppression of faultss.
Labooratory robot domain: Robottican1 is a laborratory robot
that haas 2 wheels, 3 sonar range deetectors in the ffront, and 3
infraredd range detectorrs which are loccated right abovee the sonars,
makingg the sonars aand infrareds rredundant systeems to one
anotherr. This redunddancy reflects reeal world domaains such as
unmann
nned vehicles. Inn addition, the R
Robotican has 5 degrees of
freedom
m arm. Each joiint is held by tw
wo electrical enggines. These
enginess provide a senssed reading of tthe voltage appllied by their
action.
We devised 10 diifferent scenarioos that includeed different
injectedd faults while tthe robot perforrmed different ttasks. Faults
were innjected to each ttype of sensor ((motor voltage, iinfrared and
sonar). The injected ffaults to the sennsors were of tyype stuck or
drift. T
These faults w
were injected too one or more sensors in
differeent time inttervals. 15
attribuutes were sampled in 8Hz.
Scenaarios duration lasted 10
secondds where the lasst 5 seconds
expresssed a fault. 4 scenarios
were used as an unclassified
traininng set and the oother 6 were
used aas a test set. Notee that in this
domaiin, the training set did not
cover all the faults included in
the teest set. In total, the test set
contaiins 480 instannces out of
whichh 240 are exppression of
faults..
Fiigure 8: Roboticcan 1
For the supervised learning we
have eexperimented w
with several deciision tree algorrithms: ID3,
J48, annd a Random T
Tree [19]. As eexpected the Raandom Tree
perform
med better and itts results on the three domains aare shown in
the nexxt section.

sslowly with a co
orresponding degradation in resp
ponse as well ass a
sslowly increasin
ng bias/error.
We recorded 32 flights. Each
h flight had duraation of 5 minutes,
aand included a take-off and left and right turns. 23 attributes weere
ssampled in 4Hz. Each flight waas injected with a different type of
ffault. Each faullt had duration of 35 seconds and was injectted
ttwice to the sam
me flight at rand
dom times. In total, we tested 11
ddifferent types of
o instrumental and system failu
ures. In total, the
t
ttest set contain
ns 25,977 insttances out of which 5,880 are
a
eexpressions of faaults.

Figure 7: pittot system failurre
Figure 7 illusttrates a flight wiith an injected pitot system failu
ure.
A pitot system failure
f
is expresssed by the drift
ft of the dependeent
aairspeed indicattor as shown in
n the black curv
ve. However, th
his
ccould only be co
onsidered as an outlier with resspect to somethiing
eelse. The gray line
l
illustrates th
he ground speed
d measured by the
t
G
GPS. If these tw
wo attributes werre deemed to be correlated then the
t
ffault would be detected by thee SFDD approaach since they are
a
ddependent on diffferent subsystem
ms and show diffferent behaviorss.

5. RESULTS
Figuure 10 illustrates the average falsse positive rate oof the hybrid
vs. thee unsupervised approach (SFDD
D), taken over the 21 test
flights of the FlightGeear domain, usinng a sliding winndow size of
me steps. The hhybrid approach significantly im
mproved the
250 tim
false poositive of the unnsupervised algorrithm.
To ddemonstrate the ddegree of reducttion of the false ppositive rate
by thee suggested hybbrid approach w
we used differeent sizes of
slidingg windows durinng the offline trraining phase. Smaller sizes
create m
more opportunitties for reports aand thus more oopportunities
for falsse positives.

Figure 9: static system failu
ure
Another exam
mple of an injecteed system fault is
i the static systeem
ffailure. This fau
ult causes the airrspeed indicator to drift down to
o0
w
while the GPS ground
g
speed reemains "ok". In addition,
a
this faault
ccauses the altim
meter to be stuck on the same vaalue while the GP
PS
iindicated altitud
de is "drift" (incrreasing) as illustrated in Figure 9.
T
The altimeter an
nd the GPS indicated altitude aree redundant to eaach
oother and hence are usually corrrelated. Since th
hese two attributtes
aare dependent on
o different subssystems then thee SFDD can deteect
ssuch a fault.
pplied on the traaining set achiev
ved a detection raate
The SFDD ap
oof 1 (all faultss were detected
d). The resulted
d categorical and
a
cclassified data was
w used as a traiining set.
Commercial UAV domain: The real UAV domain
d
consists of
6 recorded real flights of a com
mmercial UAV. 53 attributes weere
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Figure 10:: FP rate, unsup
pervised vs. hyb
brid, flightgear
F
Figure 11 illustrrates the degree of reduction in
n the average fallse
ppositive rate ov
ver the 21 test flights
f
in the FllightGear domaain.
N
Note that the false positive rate is
i in logarithmicc scale. We can see
s
tthat with each siize of sliding wiindow the false positive
p
rate of the
t
hhybrid approacch is significcantly lower than
t
the SFD
DD
uunsupervised approach.

Figure 12:: ROC - hybrid
d vs. unsupervised
In adddition, the deteection rate of thee hybrid approacch is getting
higher as the size of the sliding w
window decreasses. This is
explainned by the factt that a smallerr size of a slidiing window
increasses the frequenncy of state chaanges and hencce the total
amount
nt of reports. T
Therefore, theree is a greater chance for
detectioon as well as ssome false posittives. The hybrrid approach
gets a lower rate off false alarms aand a higher raate of fault
detectioon than the origiinal unsuperviseed approach.

Figu
ure 11: FP rate vs. sliding wind
dow size
The different parameters useed by the unsup
pervised approaach
dduring the offlin
ne phase can be viewed as diffeerent unsupervissed
aapproaches; each
h with its own rate
r of false possitives. The hybrrid
aapproach contributes to the red
duction of falsee positive rate for
f
eeach of these unsupervised
u
app
proaches. Moreeover, as the fallse
ppositive rate of the unsuperviseed approach is getting
g
lower, th
hus
tthe false positivee rate of the hybrid approach ten
nds to 0.
Satisfied by th
he very low ratee of false positives, we decreassed
tthe sliding wind
dow size used online.
o
It is sug
ggestible to usee a
ssmaller for
when classifying an onlinee input than the
uused during thee offline trainin
ng. This increases the number of
rreports, and sincce the false alarm
m rate is very lo
ow, we can toleraate
aan increase of false
fa positives in
n return for a hig
gher true positiv
ves
rrate.
Figure 12 illustrates the RO
OC of false alaarm rates and the
t
ddetection rates of the unsuperv
vised approach verses the hybrrid
aapproach under the influence of
o a changing size
s
of the onliine
ssliding window (62sec – 47sec). Note that sccale of Figure 12
zzooms in on hig
gh detection ratee (close to 1) an
nd low false alarrm
rrate (close to 0).
0 The added of false positiv
ves to the hybrrid
aapproach is off little significcance while th
he effect on the
t
uunsupervised approach is appareent.

Figure 133: UAV, unsupervised vs. hybriid
In thhe UAV domainn the hybrid apprroach keeps a siimilar trend.
In the ttwo examined sscenarios, both thhe hybrid and uunsupervised
approaaches had a deetection rate off 1. However, the hybrid
approaach had a signifficantly lower ffalse positive raate than the
unsupeervised approachh as Figure 13 shhows.
In thhe Robotican1 ddomain, even thoough the trainingg set did not
includee all possible faaults that were iincluded in the test set, the
detectioon rate of the llearnt fault deteection model w
was 1. Being
online and unsuperviseed, it is not surpprising that the uunsupervised
approaach also scoredd a detection rrate of 1 on thhe test set.
Howevver, it is interestting to note thatt the offline leaarnt FDM of
the hybbrid was able tto generalize thhe heuristic deciision of the
unsupeervised approachh such that unseeen faults were deetected.
The average false aalarm rate of thee unsupervised aapproach on
the 6 teested scenarios w
was 0.067 whilee the hybrid apprroach scored
0.041. Again, the hybriid approach reduuced the false poositive rate.
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6. CONCLUSIONS and DISCUSSION
In this paper we described a hybrid approach for fault detection
in the domain of autonomous physical agents that is unsupervised,
able to detect unknown faults, use an easy to construct model, and
also computationally very light and thus can detect faults very
quickly online.
The approach uses an accurate unsupervised method to offline
classify an unclassified training set, applies a supervised learning
algorithm, and produces a fault detection model that is
computationally lighter and is more accurate than the original
unsupervised method when applied online. We have explained the
causes for the improvement in accuracy and showed satisfying
results in three different domains – both real-world and simulated.
The offline step classifies the data with an unsupervised
approach. An alternative approach for classifying the data is a
general clustering algorithm e.g. K-means where k=2. However,
an unsupervised fault detection approach is more specific to the
fault detection problem and thus expected to be more accurate
than the general clustering algorithm. We showed that the higher
the accuracy of the unsupervised approach, the closer the false
positive rate of the hybrid approach tends to 0.
We chose to demonstrate how a hybrid approach extends the
state of the art with the use of, and a comparison to the SFDD
approach since it showed a high detection rate and a very low
false positive rate. Any other highly accurate unsupervised
approach could have been used for classifying the unclassified
training set. The high detection rate is very important since all
faults should be classified as such.
The proposed approach is unsupervised since the starting point
is with unclassified training set. The SFDD uses a structural
model (dependency associations) and thus is model based.
However, constructing such a model is easier than the typically
suggested analytical behavioral models. Both the SFDD and the
online phase of the hybrid approach use suspicious pattern
recognizers to categorize the behavior of attributes. These pattern
recognizers are very generic and are suitable for a large variety of
physical systems; the same pattern recognizers were used in all
the tested domains.
The learnt FDM generalized the original heuristic decision of
the unsupervised approach. The model is independent of heavy
online computations such as correlation calculations and thus is
computationally lighter. In addition, the FDM is less susceptible
to false positives than the original unsupervised approach.
We showed that the use of a static model i.e. learnt offline, is
very accurate. It is quite possible that models that are learnt online
in a supervised manner would be even more accurate when
supplied with enough training instances. However, these online
computations might be heavy for the agent and not feasible to
detect faults quickly enough.
For future work we plan to extend the hybrid approach to
multiclass supervised learning. The classification options will be
the different diagnoses for the fault. We hope that the learnt fault
detection and diagnosis model will provide an accurate and
minimal diagnosis as well.
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